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**Abstract:** Lip-to-speech involves generating a natural-sounding speech synchronized with a soundless video of a person talking. Despite recent advances, current methods still cannot produce high-quality speech with high levels of intelligibility for challenging and realistic datasets. This talk presents LipVoicer, a novel method that generates high-quality speech, even for in-the-wild and rich datasets, by incorporating the text modality. Given a silent video, we first predict the spoken text using a pre-trained lip-reading network. We then condition a diffusion model on the video and use the extracted text through a classifier-guidance mechanism where a pre-trained automatic speech recognition (ASR) serves as the classifier. We demonstrate the effectiveness of LipVoicer through human evaluation, which shows that it produces more natural and synchronized speech signals than competing methods (demo page: https://lipvoicer.github.io). The presented LipVoicer is a joint work of Yochai Yemini, Aviv Shamsian, Lior Bracha, Sharon Gannot, and Ethan Fetaya.
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